


CONTINUE

Am I actually making progress?
My stats suggest I started well , but has my progress plateaued?

Am I good enough to do this? Am I in danger of going back to where I started? 
Do I have the motivation to be able to see It through ? 

This document is short but its going to be a game changing read for you . you have
been a client for mine for around 4 weeks now and I know its not been plain sailing. I

have created this from a position of experience, I have been where you are today.
 

I know you have had one , two or even all of these doubts I had :
 

 
How many of these are relevant to you ? at least one of them right? I thought about all

of them,
 

Although you have had these thoughts, the fact is you took the plunge and invested in
yourself . You have proven to yourself to be an action taker and despite having a

doubt here and there , you have pushed on through and have realised these doubts
are becoming less problematic 

 
so why am.i writing this, if you have already felt with these doubts?

 
Because I believe there are two more doubts you have come across

 

The first one is the food cravings.... which can be a real nuisance 

Its perfectly normal when you are adapting to your new nutrition targets for you to
think about food a lot, you think about hitting your targets and you contemplate going
off track every now and then, What harm can it really do? these thoughts are normal

for these moments take 80/20 rule, eat the food log it and move on. 
 
 

The second is comparing yourself to others . 

You see others achieving amazing results and you are wondering if you could ever  get
there ; you wonder even if you could get halfway there  



WEEK 1 -4 

week 1 
Week 1 has been an educational start to my
transformation, and can honestly say despite the
occasional moan over your food, you should be
happy with even starting . Youll feel good this week
and some scale change. 

week 2 
The 2-week mark that either pushes you to keep going or
it completely stops you. If you can push through this
point its a huge milestone. You'll have another loss with
the scales but your motivation may be dwindling away.
SO THIS IS THE WEEK YOU PUSH ON.week 3  

week 4
Week 4 youve realised them jeans or them work
trousers feel loose. You start to begin and
understand the whole process and are applying it
like habit to your daily life , you begin to fall in love
with whats about to happen next. 

week 5  
you may see a plateau , This means the scale weight
MIGHT not move as much as youd and you'll get
fustrated becasue of the amount of effort youve put in
with your workouts and tracking. A weight-loss plateau
is a period of ‘stalling’ or even weight gain on our weight
loss journey.No healthy, sustainable weight loss journey
is linear and the plateaus are important for long-term
weight loss.

 

week 6 

Holy shit I need new trousers . You are on a mission. Training,
working, dealing with life and realising its more habit lead than  
motivation lead. you don't dread exercises, you don't dread
training and you dont dread check in days. The whole journey
is starting to become a new way of life and every step is now
an enjoyment.  THIS IS ONLY AN ENJOYMENT IF YOUR
WORKING. 

week 7
You just feel different , your whole body . Even if its
aching. You are reminding yourself that two no change
weeks are building you up to this week. Your smashing
your workouts. People have mentioned weight loss to
you and you are in a solid routine with training and
eating. DO NOT GIVE UP , People who are weak give up. 

week 8 

WEEK 9 TO 12 

Whats easy /What isn't easy.  I now understand what is needed for
progress. I understand a calorie deficit , I understand progressive
overload.  Week 9 to 12 most people quit but this is the speciifc
time youll compare your best results . Compare your results from
week 1 to 9 LOOK how far you've come . Weeks 9 to 12 are a big
mental hurdle for you. Re assess your goals and stay consistent to
your habits.  When you pass week 12,13,14, this is when things are
now just your routine! Re align your goals and keep looking back on
how far youve come.

WEEK 5 -8 

WEEK 9-12 

week 3 its becoming more of a solid routine for you , you
feel less bloated and less confused ,YOU stop relying on
a magic appearance of your willpower and understand
goals dont happen if you dont work for it. Tracking your
food becomes easier and you start to actual crave the
post workout feeling.  

Habit and determination comes into this week , espically
from week 5 . youve came away deflated and feeling
pretty shit! Please don't youll start to realise training is
becoming easier. You can do things quicker and strength
improvements are evident.Inches will be lost but dont
freak again if the scales stay the same. 






